
Football Metaphors Some football terms have even made it into every-
day speech

Auf der Auswechselbank sitzen Ready to be replaced by someone else.  (Lit. Sitting 
on the subs’ bench.)

Die rote Karte zeigen To send somone off; to keep someone from doing 
something.  (Lit. To brandish the red card.)

Im Mittelfeld spielen To be mediocre. (Lit. To play the centre field.)

In einer anderen Liga spielen To be better than someone else. (Lit. To play in a 
different league.)

Footballers' Pearls of wisdom Apart from Joey Barton footballers are not known 
for their insight. Here’s why -

“Ich hatte vom Feeling her ein 
gutes Gefühl.“

“My feeling was that I had a good feeling.”
- Andreas Möller (ex Schalke04) emotes in fluent 
Denglish about his feelings.

“Das habe ich ihm dann auch 
verbal gesagt .”

“That's what I said verbally. “
- Mario Basler (ex Kaiserslautern) says the obvious, 
orally speaking.

“Ich habe gleich gemerkt, das is 
ein Druckschmerz, wenn man 
drauf drückt”

“I immediately realised it was a pressure pain when 
I put pressure on it.”
- Lothar Matthäus (ex Bayern) reveals his medical 
insight. 

“Ich brauche keinen Butler, ich 
habe eine junge Frau.”

“I don't need a butler, I have a young wife.”
- Thomas Doll (ex H$V) proves he is a modern 
gentleman. Ironically the wife in question later 
married one of her ex-husband's colleagues.

“Mailand oder Madrid - 
Hauptsache Italien !”

“Milan or Madrid, all that matters is that it is in Italy!”
- Andreas Möller (ex Schalke04) shows a dodgy 
grasp of geography.

“Zwei Chance, ein Tor - das 
nenne ich hundertprozentige 
Chancenauswertung.”

“Two chances, one Goal - that's what I call taking 
your chances one hundred percent.”
- Rohland Wohlfahrt (ex Bayern) shows off his 
mathmatical genius.



Nicknames Fans always find nicknames for players. It is very popular to just 
shorten the name and then add an -i to the end.  

For example -

Olli Oliver Kahn, legendary Bayern Munich goalkeeper

Poldi Lukas Podolski (former 1 FC Koln, now a gooner)

Schweini Sebastain Schweinsteiger, Bayern Munich. Lit. ‘Piggy’.

But not always -

Balla Michael Ballack (Bayern Munich, Chelsea, Bayer Leverkeusen)

Boller Fabian Boll, FC St Pauli legend

Naki Deniz Naki, FC St Pauli legend

And, of course -

Der Kaiser Franz Beckenbauer, legendary national team captain. (Lit. The 
Emperor)


